IAS Transitions Requirements for MSCB Program
Update – 2022-2025

1. **Purpose**
   a. Provide CABs with transition requirements/updates for the below standards.

2. **Normative References**
   b. ISO/IEC 17021-1:2015 – Requirements for bodies providing audit and certification of management systems -- Part 1: Requirements
   c. IAF MD 24:2021 – Transition Requirements for ISO 50003:2021
   d. IAF MD 26:2022 – Transition Requirements for ISO 27001:2022

3. **Transition Standards**
      i. **Dates/Plan for Transition**
         1. For Existing CABs - Transition must be completed by November 1, 2023.
            ISO 50003:2014 will be removed from all scopes December 15, 2023.
         2. For New CABs – Starting March 1, 2022, all initial assessments/(scope expansions are completed against ISO 50003:2021.
         3. Please inform IAS regarding readiness to transfer during planning stages of the next regularly scheduled assessment.
      i. **Dates/Plan for Transition**
         1. For Existing CABs - Transition must be completed by October 1, 2023.
            ISO/IEC 27001:2013 will be removed from all scopes October 31, 2023.
            Any CABs that have not completed transition by October 1, 2023, will be
suspended until transition is completed. IAS will begin offering Transition Assessments in January 2023.

2. For New CABs – Starting February 1, 2023, all initial assessments/scope expansions are completed against ISO/IEC 27001:2022.

3. Please inform IAS regarding readiness to transfer during planning stages of the next regularly scheduled assessment.


   i. Dates/Plan for Transition

   1. For Existing CABs - Transition must be completed by April 1, 2025. ISO/TS 22003:2013 will be removed from all scopes April 30, 2025. Any CABs that have not completed transition by April 1, 2025, will be suspended until transition is completed. IAS will begin offering Transition Assessments in March 2023.

   2. For New CABs – Starting January 1, 2024, all initial assessments/scope expansions are completed against ISO 22003-1:2022. If any CABs wish to complete prior to this date, please let your scheduling coordinator know.

   3. Please inform IAS regarding readiness to transfer during planning stages of the next regularly scheduled assessment.

4. **Requirements**

   a. Additional assessment time will be added to next scheduled assessment whenever transition deadlines are within 18 months, or when a CAB requests early transition.

   b. At least one witness assessment is required for all transitions unless otherwise noted by IAS Staff.

   c. If a CAB desires to transition prior to the next regularly scheduled assessment, a special assessment/document review can be organized upon request.

   d. All dates in this document are subject to change based on changing IAF transition requirements.
5. **Communication**

   a. Please communicate with your normal IAS MSCB scheduling coordinator for planning for transitions.